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(1) Verb

(2) Time

(3) Adjective

(4) Noun–plural (things)

(5) Grain Group food

(6) Meat Group food

(7) Flavor

(8) Noun (thing)

(9) Color

(10) Noun (thing)

(11) Vegetable Group food

(12) Place in your school

(13) Color

(14) Noun – plural

(15) Room or place
        in your school

(16) Your teacher’s name

(17) Flavor

Little D and the

Munchable, Gulpable Tale
of the Missing Milk?

Name Teacher

Grade School
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Little D and the

Munchable, Gulpable Tale

of the Missing Milk?
(1) Verb

(2) Time

(3) Adjective

(4) Noun – plural (things)

(5) Grain Group food

(6) Meat Group food

(7) Flavor

(8) Noun (thing)

(9) Color (10) Noun (thing) (11) Vegetable Group food

(12) Place in your school

(13) Color (14) Noun – plural

(15) Room or place in your school

(16) Your teacher’s name

(17) Flavor

Today, our school had two surprise guests, Prince Waffle from the Royal Food Family and

Little D the Dragon.  They __________ all the way from the Pyramid Palace so they were thirsty

and hungry when they arrived.  Luckily, it was ____________ so I took them to the cafeteria.

Prince Waffle was tired from the long journey, and he needed some ___________energy. 

The cafeteria was full of  _______________!   There was delicious food, too. 

Prince Waffle  chose a _____________ for energy.  Little D, wanted to strengthen his 

muscles so he ate a _______________. Prince Waffle and Little D were also very thirsty. 

They wanted a healthy drink to help them build strong bones and teeth.  They decided

on  ____________ milk.  When Prince Waffle turned to drink his milk, it was gone! Little D called Sir Milkford on 

his __________________ to help them find the missing milk.  Sir Milkford arrived at school right away driving a 

_____________________  _______________.  He discovered a trail of  ________________ lumps that led to the 

_________________________.  “Hmm, the milk thief eats vegetables so the thief can see in dark,” thought Sir 

Milkford.  The trail of vegetables turned into a _____________ pile of __________________.  “Hmm, if the milk        

            thief eats fruit the thief must have healthy skin,” said Sir Milkford.  He followed the trail of fruit,  

                all the way to the corner of the _____________________.  Sir Milkford found   

            ___________________  surrounded by healthy, Five Food Group foods, drinking delicious  

     __________________milk. 

?



Write a sentence below to finish the story:

Draw a picture about story in the box:
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Name Teacher

Grade School


